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INTERNSHIP/ FELLOWSHIP NOTIFICATION
Date: 22/05/2017
Delhi Greens is a Delhi based non-profit organisation working to ensure environmental
harmony and sustainable development since 2007.
Each year, Delhi Greens engages young people in its Internship and Fellowship programme to
enable them to learn/improve their different skills and also become aware about Environmental
issues and help spread this awareness to the masses. The following existing/ new projects at
Delhi Greens are notifying the call for interns this summer. The Fellowship programme is also
notified below. Interns are placed with Mentors from the organisation and are provided
internship certificate after completion of the internship duration and after satisfactory work
done report submitted by the respective Mentors.

1. Project North Delhi Now (Status: New Project)
Description: North Delhi Now is a proposed project that we wish to start from this summer
onward, as an online citizen’s platform for the residents of North Delhi. The motivation of this
project is that this is also the area which houses the University of Delhi, and thus the project
will help involve students from North campus and will also help make the area better for them.
North Delhi includes in itself some popular things, viz. the most popular University, the most
popular colleges of India, the most polluted Najafgarh drain, the most polluted River Yamuna,
an experimental biodiversity park, the Delhi Ridge, the Coronation Pillar, the Mutiny
Memorial, Majnu Ka Tilla (or Little Lhasa) etc. Yet, the area faces civic apathy and needs
much improvement. North Delhi Now will be an online dotcom and in the future, also a local
newsletter type magazine for offline circulation and will highlight the good, the bad and the
ugly of North Delhi aiming towards solutions and sustainability.
Intern Requirement: One.
Desirable Qualifications: Since the project is at conception stage, we are looking for an intern
who can 1) write proposals and concept documents, 2) has excellent spoken and presentation
skills, 3) has the ability to think innovatively and creatively, 4) has either good understanding
of the enthusiasm to learn WordPress Content Management System. In addition, the Intern may
be identified as Co-Founder of the Portal and may choose to remain associated with the project
even after the tenure of the internship.
Minimum Duration: Two months (devoting at least 14-16 hours per week).

2. Project Delhi Greens Blog (Status: Existing Project)
Description: The Delhi Greens Blog is the flagship project of the Delhi Greens organisation.
More info here: delhigreens.com
Position: Correspondent/ Author
Intern Requirement: Two
Desirable Qualifications: We are looking for Creative Writers to either convert press release
into articles or create new/ original content for the Blog. The candidate should have excellent
command over English language and be able to meet deadlines. Other tasks requiring research
over the Internet would also be required and therefore the candidate should have such skills as
well.
Minimum Duration: Two months (devoting at least 14-16 hours per week OR posting at least
20 press releases/articles).

Position: Social Media Officer
Intern Requirement: One
Desirable Qualifications: Should have a good understanding of Social Media across different
platforms.
Minimum Duration: Two months (devoting at least 14-16 hours per week).

3. Smart Delhi Portal (Status: Carried forward from last year)
Description: Creating a HTML based one-page Smart Delhi portal for communicating the
sustainability status of various environmental parameters (viz. air, water, population etc.) of
the NCT of Delhi.
Intern Requirement: Two
Desirable Qualification: Working knowledge of HTML and basic understanding of research.
Minimum Duration: One months (devoting at least 14-16 hours per week).

4. Youth for Delhi Campaign (Status: Second Phase)
Description: In the first phase of this campaign, Delhi Greens has engaged the school students
of Delhi through informal channels for raising awareness about protecting Delhi’s two lifelines
viz. Delhi Ridge and River Yamuna. In this next phase, we will be hosting formal workshops
in schools for students of Class 9 to Class 12 and make a presentation on the status of Delhi’s
lifeline and what young people need to do to secure their own future.
Intern Requirement: Two
Desirable Qualification: Candidate should be good in designing presentations and carrying
out Internet based research.
Minimum Duration: Two months (devoting at least 14-16 hours per week).

5. Project Meri Dilli Meri Yamuna (Status: Second Phase)
Description: Meri Dilli Meri Yamuna’s first phase was launched in 2010 by Art of Living in
collaboration with
Delhi Greens
and many other organisations
Refer:
http://delhigreens.com/2010/02/11/meri-dilli-meri-yamuna-a-citizens-unite-for-a-clean-river
After the recent Art of Living fiasco, Meri Dilli Meri Yamuna is being revived by Delhi Greens,
to remind all stakeholders of the importance of the River Yamuna to the people of Delhi and
mainly to ensure that the floodplain of the river are transformed into a biodiversity zone, as is
notified in the Master Plan 2021 of Delhi.
Intern Requirement: Two
Desirable Qualifications: Candidate should be willing to do extensive field work along River
Yamuna in Delhi. Should be able to use basic mobile phone/ camera phone to capture various
aspects of River Yamuna and be able to convert it into different file formats. The candidate
should also possess people’s skills and be able to interact with farmers and residents along the
floodplain.
Minimum Duration: Three months (devoting at least 14-16 hours per week).

How to Apply: Candidates interested in applying for any of the internship positions should
simply send an email to jobs@delhigreens.org specifying the project they are interested in, an
updated CV, a scan/photo of your College ID card and details of any past work done, latest by
31 May 2017.

FELLOWSHIP NOTIFICATION
Delhi Greens invites interested college students to join the organisation as a Junior Fellow for
six months, during which the individual will be trained on Environmental Leadership and
Organisational Management and will be required to complete basic organisational management
tasks at her/his own convenience and time. After successful completion of six months, the
candidate will be given an offer to join for another six months as a Senior Fellow and take up
more responsible tasks/ projects.
Interested candidates may write in to contact@delhigreens.org expressing their interest and
seeking further information.

